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Out of the night that covers me,
Black as the Pit from pole to pole,

I thank whatever gods may be
For my unconquerable soul.

In the fell clutch of circumstance
I have not winced nor cried aloud.
Under the bludgeonings of chance
My head is bloody, but unbowed.

Beyond this place of wrath and tears
Looms but the Horror of the shade,

And yet the menace of the years
Finds, and shall find, me unafraid.

It matters not how strait the gate,
How charged with punishments the scroll,

I am the master of my fate:
I am the captain of my soul. 1

* Mr. Cunningham practices law as a commercial litigation associate at Caplin & Drysdale
in Washington, D.C. He received his J.D. in 1999, with honors, from the University of Rich-
mond School of Law, where he served as Editor-in-Chief of the University of Richmond Law
Review. Following law school, he clerked for the Honorable Gerald B. Lee in the United States
District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia. His previous article on the Federal Death
Penalty, entitled Death in the Federal Courts: Expectations and Realities of the Federal Death
Penalty Act of 1994, can be found at 32 U. RicH. L. REV. 939 (1998).

1 WILLIAM ERNEST HENLEY, POEMS 83-84 (1920). Timothy James McVeigh delivered no
final words just prior to his federal execution on June 11, 2001, for the April 19, 1995, bombing
of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, which killed 168 people.
Lois Romano, McVeigh is Executed: Bomber is 1st Federal Prisoner Put to Death Since 1963,
WASH. POST, June 12, 2001, at Al. Instead, McVeigh released a "Final Written Statement"
which was, in actuality, a handwritten copy of Invictus - a poem crafted in 1875 by Englishman
William Ernest Henley. Linton Weeks, 'Master of My Fate': A Poem Becomes a Killer's Epitaph,
WASH. POST, June 12, 2001, at Cl. Undoubtedly intended as a final display of undaunted
strength and will, McVeigh's recitation of Invictus as his dying sentiment was more fittingly
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And thus was ushered in a new era of federal death penalty juris-
prudence - one that the United States government had been under-
standably reticent to expedite before that fateful day in April 1995,
when, on a deceptively serene spring morning, 168 children, women,
and men were mercilessly sent to their deaths ("Oklahoma City
Bombing").2 While the criminal trials emanating from the Oklahoma
City Bombing served as a timely arena for judicial scrutiny of the Fed-
eral Death Penalty Act of 1994 (the "Act," the "Federal Death Pen-
alty Act," or the "FDPA"),3 the execution of this unfathomable act's
main perpetrator, Timothy James McVeigh, formally raised the death
penalty bar to points unknown in the federal government for some
thirty-three years.4 The federal penalty was back, with a vengeance at
that5 - tried and tested in dramatic fashion before a spellbound

described by one commentator as the "pathetic" and inapposite invocation of a "late-Victorian
rhetoric of courage against darkness." Id.

2 Rory K. Little, The Federal Death Penalty: History and Some Thoughts About the Depart-
ment of Justice's Role, 26 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 347, 358 (1999); Paul Duggan, 'Too Easy For
Him': For Witnesses in Oklahoma City, A Long Day Brought Little Relief, WASH. POST, June 12,
2001, at Al.

3 18 U.S.C. §§ 3591-3598 (1994). The Federal Death Penalty Act was enacted as part of the
Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994. Violent Crime Control and Law
Enforcement Act of 1994, Pub. L. No. 103-322, 108 Stat. 1796.

4 Prior to 2001, the federal government had not carried out a capital sentence since Febru-
ary 1963, when twenty-seven year old Victor Feguer was publicly hanged at Iowa State Peniten-
tiary for the kidnapping and subsequent murder of a young doctor. Little, supra note 2, at 355;
Christopher Q. Cutler, Death Resurrected: The Reimplementation of the Federal Death Penalty,
23 SEATTLE U. L. REV. 1189, 1189 & n.2 (citing Craig J. Albert, Challenging Deterrence: New
Insights on Capital Punishment Derived from Panel Data, 60 U. PiTt. L. REV. 321, 323 n.5
(1999)). See generally Feguer v. United States, 302 F.2d 214 (8th Cir.), cert. denied, 371 U.S. 872
(1962).

5 Another federal death row inmate, Juan Raul Garza, was executed on June 19, 2001 -
merely eight days after McVeigh - for his criminally adjudicated role in several drug-related
murders. Peter Slevin, Garza Executed 8 Days After McVeigh; His Long Legal Battle Over,
Killer Apologizes for 'All the Pain and Grief , WASH. POST, June 20, 2001, at A2. While the trial
and corresponding execution of Garza are significant events on the federal death penalty time-
line, they are beyond the scope of this article, which endeavors, instead, to isolate McVeigh's
case for both its international popularity and its entanglement with the Federal Death Penalty
Act of 1994, the cumulative modem-day federal death penalty statute. See, e.g., Charles C.
Boettcher, Testing the Federal Death Penalty Act of 1994, 18 U.S.C. §§ 3591-98 (1994): United
States v. Jones, 132 F.3d 232 (5th Cir. 1998), 29 TEX. TECH L. REV. 1043, 1081 (1998); Stephen
Jones & Jennifer Gideon, United States v. McVeigh: Defending the "Most Hated Man in
America", 51 OKLA. L. REV. 617, 646-48 (1998). Garza, in contrast, was prosecuted, convicted,
and executed pursuant to the Drug Kingpin Act of 1988. See The Federal Drug Kingpin Law, at
http://www.cnn.com/2001/LAW/06/18/garza.kingpin.law (June 18, 2001).
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nation6 and incredulous world. Yet, in the end, many a jurist's flagship
historical concern remained: was the (federal) death penalty, as
applied, constitutional?

Ultimately, only the Supreme Court of the United States can
"answer" this pervasive constitutional query about the "new" federal
death penalty - as it did with the "old" death penalty in Furman v.
Georgia7 and Gregg v. Georgia8 over twenty-five years ago. While it
perhaps has not yet taken the opportunity to do so in such sweeping
fashion, it has to some extent, "implicitly approved the statutory struc-
ture" of the Act by rejecting "broad challenges to [its] constitutional-
ity" as raised on appeal in another federal capital case.9

Notwithstanding this, the United States v. McVeigh litigation, rid-
dled with eleventh-hour government blunders1° and less-than-perfect
application of the Act, placed before America's jurisprudential con-
sciousness the ultimate episode of man versus federally sanctioned
death in twenty-first century America. It was, indeed, the prosecution
that many of us in the legal field shamefully (and surreptitiously)
wished for as a way to garner substantive judicial analyses from the
federal bench on the constitutional underpinnings of the Act."

6 See, e.g., Earl Ofari Hutchinson, The McVeigh Effect, at http://www.salon.comlnews/fea-
ture/2001/05/09/mcveigh (May 9, 2001) ("One must flash back to the mass public attention given
to the 1953 executions of Ethel and Julius Rosenberg to rival the attention given to the ...
execution of Oklahoma City bomber Timothy McVeigh. [Federal], local and state political
figures, radio and TV talk show hosts, death penalty opponent[s] .. .and family members of
those killed in the bombing have cheered, protested or tried to cash in on McVeigh's pending
demise.").

7 408 U.S. 238 (1972).
8 428 U.S. 153 (1976) (plurality opinion).
9 Rory K. Little, The Future of the Federal Death Penalty, 26 OHIo N.U. L. REV. 529, 545-46

(2000) (emphasis added) (citing Jones v. United States, 527 U.S. 373, 375-76 (1999)).
10 See, e.g., Tom Lowenstein, A Perfect Killing? McVeigh Proves Why We Need a Morato-

rium on the Death Penalty, AMERICAN PROSPECr (May 15, 2001) (citing the Federal Bureau of
Investigation's failure to provide McVeigh's defense team with over 3,000 pages of discoverable
documents during trial as one of several governmental failings that amounted to a purported
"bungling" of the case), at http://www.prospect.org/webfeatures/2001/05/lowenstein-t-05-15.html.

11 It is important to put this statement in context. Indeed, in Jones v. United States, the
Supreme Court affirmed its first federal death sentence in over half a century, pursuant to which
it arguably upheld the constitutionality of the Federal Death Penalty Act. See Jones, 527 U.S. at
375-76; supra note 9 and accompanying text. Nevertheless, much of the McVeigh litigation tran-
spired before the Jones decision was issued. Moreover, and more importantly, while the Jones
decision may have buttressed the Act's defenses from "broad attack," Little, supra note 9, at
546, it was, for the most part, grounded in "harmless error" theory - as opposed to a more
durable provision-by-provision review. Id. at 551-52. Consequently, the Act remains ripe for
certiorari petitions and, thus, continued academic review. Id. at 552; cf, e.g., id. ("Let us hope
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To a certain extent, the participating judges did not disappoint.
Their respective analyses came - albeit in piecemeal fashion - over a
six-year stretch, as the case was contentiously litigated, feverishly (yet
methodically) tried, and then ushered to its poignant conclusion last
June 11. They were issued in the form of memorandum opinions
drawn from the two primary federal jurisdictions overseeing the mat-
ter - the Western District of Oklahoma in the very early stages of the
case (1995-96), and the District of Colorado and Court of Appeals for
the Tenth Circuit from then on (1996-2001).

While much of the McVeigh judicial dialogue addressed weighty
peripheral issues in the case, ranging from the likelihood of convening
an impartial jury in the State of Oklahoma, 2 to the swarming media's
alleged First Amendment right to certain sealed documents,13 some of
the most important judicial directives focused on the penal constitu-
tionality of the Act itself.14 It is from these latter decrees that this
article seeks to elicit a functional performance appraisal of the Federal
Death Penalty Act of 1994, at the conclusion of such an important
episode in its short (but tumultuous) history.

Notably, this arguably quixotic objective, seen in a different light,
would be no small endeavor in the space of any one law review com-
mentary. 5 Having said this, the cessation of the intensely litigated,
actively followed, 16 and frighteningly morbid McVeigh saga provides
the "perfect" milestone" from which to construct a type of constitu-
tional report card for the FDPA post-1994.

that trial and appellate courts do not endorse the [Court]'s unanalyzed theory that the govern-
ment's closing argument can 'cure' vague or ambiguous aggravating factors.").

12 United States v. McVeigh, 918 F. Supp. 1467 (W.D. Okla. 1996).
13 United States v. McVeigh, 119 F.3d 806, 811-14 (10th Cir. 1997).
14 See infra Part II.
15 In the opinion of this author, the academic who has come closest to performing this

impressive and toilsome feat (and is most capable of doing so again in the future) is Professor
Rory K. Little of Hastings College of the Law, University of California. See Little, supra note 9;
Little, supra note 2.

16 "Every aspect of the case attracted the widespread interest of the media." Jones &
Gideon, supra note 5, at 631.

17 Many death penalty supporters have held McVeigh out as the "perfect" example of why
the United States "needs" capital punishment to deter certain crimes. See, e.g., Lowenstein,
supra note 10 (outlining pro-death penalty perspective on McVeigh as the "perfect" federal
death penalty prosecution). But see id. (arguing that McVeigh's case was actually the exception
to the rule as far as death penalty prosecutions go and, thus, vastly unrepresentative of the great
majority of such cases - based on the fact that he was well represented at trial, Caucasian, and
the "worst of the worst" type of capital offenders, i.e., a mass homicidal terrorist); Hutchinson,
supra note 6 ("[T]he massive public focus on McVeigh masks the chilling fact that the majority

[Vol. 12:2
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Wary of both the Supreme Court's recent (yet tepid) endorse-
ment of the statutory scheme18 and of several comprehensive scholarly
works on the federal death penalty, this piece is in no manner
intended to be cumulative. Rather, it is a timely attempt at presenting
and adjudging a handful of significant quandaries inherent in both the
McVeigh litigation and the FDPA, as adjudicated by the federal courts
involved, 9 and in light of the surrounding public and political
firestorms.

Accordingly, Part I of this article introduces the attorneys and
litigation teams on both sides of the matter, highlighting important
obstacles they confronted over the course of the McVeigh case, and
juxtaposing their strategic decisions as the trial progressed with the
corresponding political, policy-based, or constitutional quagmire(s).
Part II outlines significant defense challenges to the application of the
Federal Death Penalty Act and clarifies how the case's premiere judge
complied with the Act's mandates under the auspices of the death
penalty safeguards articulated by the high Court in Furman and
Gregg. Part III ponders important policy issues created (or rein-
forced) when a high profile mass murderer like McVeigh is tried, con-
victed, and executed in the eye of the public storm. And Part IV
concludes the piece by answering in the affirmative the article's focal
query - Is the Federal Death Penalty Act of 1994, as applied in
McVeigh, constitutionally, politically, and socially palatable?

I. STRATEGIC CHOICES, CONSTITUTIONAL REPERCUSSIONS

Imagine the strategic challenges inherent in either prosecuting or
defending the "most hated man in America" in the face of "over-
whelming public condemnation.""0 After all, McVeigh's crime was-
at the time-the largest and most heinous act of terrorism ever com-
mitted in the United States. Additionally, some 100 "ancillary"

of those executed or awaiting execution are not whites such as McVeigh, but mostly poor blacks
and Latinos. The gaping racial disparities in federal executions far surpass those in state
executions.")

18 See supra note 9 and accompanying text; supra note 11.
19 For an extensive survey of the Federal Death Penalty Act of 1994 itself, including the

history leading up to its codification and its intricate web of penalties, see John P. Cunningham,
Comment, Death in the Federal Courts: Expectations and Realities of the Federal Death Penalty
Act of 1994, 32 U. RICH. L. REV. 939 (1998), and Little, supra note 2 (providing most compre-
hensive law review history and analysis of the federal death penalty that this author has ever
read).

20 See Jones & Gideon, supra note 5, at 620.
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actions were filed by victims, victims' organizations, the collective
media, individual media outlets, interlopers, and complete strangers to
the matter, further convoluting the preliminary stages of the case.2'

On August 10, 1995, the government formally filed its indictment
against McVeigh,22 charging him with one count of conspiracy to use a
weapon of mass destruction,23 one count of using a weapon of mass
destruction, one count of destruction by explosives,25 and eight
counts of first degree murder.26 McVeigh entered pleas of not guilty
to each individual count on August 15, 1995, and then proceeded to
challenge various facets of the indictment, primarily on multiplicity,
abatement, and Commerce Clause grounds.27 While his challenges
were disposed of seriatim ,28 and the constitutionality of the indictment
ultimately upheld,29 the overall contentiousness of these preliminary
battles set the stage for the zealously contested courtroom gala.3°

Of the insuperable challenges confronted by McVeigh's defense
team, first and foremost in a long line of strategic decisions was the
appointment and formulation of the defense group itself. After the
court-sanctioned withdrawal of those initially appointed to defend
McVeigh - Ms. Susan Otto and Mr. John Coyle3 - Mr. Stephen Jones
was appointed lead counsel in accordance with the Criminal Justice
Act.32 He faced the daunting task of assembling talented, unbiased

21 Id. at 625.
22 The same exact indictment was filed against McVeigh's alleged co-conspirator in the

Oklahoma City Bombing, Terry Lynn Nichols. Id. at 626 n.51. Nichols's trial, while similar in
temporal scope to McVeigh's, followed a somewhat different legal corridor and is beyond the
scope of this article. See United States v. McVeigh, 169 F.R.D. 362, 368 (D. Colo. 1996) (grant-
ing defendants' motions for severance of the trials and explaining that "McVeigh [would] be
profoundly prejudiced by a joint trial of [the] case").

23 18 U.S.C. § 2332a (2000).
24 Id.
25 18 U.S.C. § 844(f) (2000).
26 18 U.S.C. §§ 1111 (1994).
27 See United States v. McVeigh, 940 F. Supp. 1571, 1574-78 (D. Colo. 1996).
28 See id. at 1578, 1584.
29 Id. at 1578.
30 The "stage" may have been set even earlier. Prior to the issuance of the formal indict-

ment by the government, the prosecution and defense had bickered over extra preparation time
sought by the government for drafting the complex document - ostensibly, to sift through the
imposing volume of evidentiary material. Jones & Gideon, supra note 5, at 625-26. United
States District Judge David L. Russell of the Western District of Oklahoma granted the govern-
ment its requested extension but, in so doing, criticized the conditions of McVeigh's detention, as
highlighted by the defense team. Id. at 626.

31 Id. at 620.
32 Id.; see also 18 U.S.C. §§ 3005, 3006A (1994) (codification of the Criminal Justice Act).

[Vol. 12:2
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criminal practitioners to round out a defense team charged with coun-
tering the demonization of McVeigh and the accompanying public
presumption of guilt.

Eventually settling on seventeen attorneys, plus court-sanctioned
of-counsel assistance from the prominent London criminal defense
firm of Kingsley Napley, Jones divided his troops into six "teams."33

Each team had an individual leader and its own responsibilities for a
particular aspect of the case. For example, "Team Three," headed by
Robert L. Wyatt, IV, was charged with designing, controlling, receiv-
ing, and examining evidence and other materials obtained from the
government via the discovery process. 4 This team's responsibilities
were particularly politically-charged, especially given the shroud of
heightened scrutiny covering the federal government's infamously
dubious crime lab protocol: "As information concerning problems
with the FBI laboratory became public, [Team Three] assumed the
additional responsibility of carefully reviewing the forensic evidence
and the claims the government made regarding the evidence and of
organizing the defense counter attack."35

Another formidable obstacle for the assiduous defense team
involved dealing with the press on a daily basis, which included com-
munication with the four major networks and innumerable domestic
and international media entities. Though interview requests cumula-
tively exceeded 600, the defense squad, as a whole, granted approxi-
mately 225 interviews over a two and a half year period.36 While
objectively arduous, this was by no means an unwelcome undertaking.
Under Jones's leadership, the defense team viewed media contact dur-
ing the trial as not only permissible under the Model Rules of Profes-
sional Responsibility, the American Bar Association's Prosecutions
and Defense Standards, and the Department of Justice's Media
Guidelines, but also "necessary" as a way to explain legal positions
maintained by McVeigh and stymie the ineluctable rush to judgment.37

33 Jones & Gideon, supra note 5, at 634.
34 Id.
35 Id. at 634-35.
36 Id. at 633.

37 Id. Some criticized Jones's propensity for regular public discourse with the press before
and during the trial. See, e.g., Lois Romano, The Prosecutor at Ground Zero, WASH. POST, Mar.
31, 1997, at D1 ("Stephen Jones ... spun reporters into a frenzy with endless conspiracy theories
. .
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On the other side of the podium, the "obsessively discreet" Joe
Hartzler of the Springfield, Illinois United States Attorney's Office
managed the McVeigh prosecution conglomeration. 38 Dubbed as the
federal prosecutor who could "represent the best of the [Justice]
[D]epartment to the country as well as to the jury," Hartzler labored
to avoid any portrayal as a celebrity lawyer and, instead, cultivated a
public persona as a straightforward bureaucrat.3 9 He assembled an
entourage of eight prosecutors, closely managing their arguments, but
rarely stepping up to the microphone himself - either inside or outside
the courtroom.4 °

Armed with a witness list over 300 strong, the prosecution's case
in chief against McVeigh revolved around six main issues: (1) the testi-
mony of Michael and Lori Fortier as cooperating witnesses for the
government; (2) the arrest of McVeigh by Oklahoma state trooper
Charles Hanger approximately one hour and a half after the bombing;
(3) reports from the Federal Bureau of Investigation ("FBI") forensic
lab tying McVeigh to the bomb; (4) the Darrell Bridges telephone
debit calling card, also known as the "spotlight" calling card; (5)
McVeigh's anti-government political opinions; and (6) the supposed
identification of McVeigh as Robert Kling, the man who rented the
Ryder truck in Junction City, Kansas, on April 17, 1995 that allegedly
carried the deadly bomb.4'

Woefully outgunned on issues two and five,4 2 McVeigh's defense
team focused their energy on actively disputing the remaining four
prosecutorial strongholds. This posture included fierce bias and credi-
bility attacks on the Fortiers, a challenge to the tenuous billing meth-
odology surrounding debit card phone records, and the accentuation
of witness inconsistencies relating to the physical appearance of Kling
as compared to McVeigh. 43 Additionally, access to the Inspector Gen-
eral's report of its investigation into the ongoing FBI crime laboratory
debacle significantly bolstered Jones's proffered contentions challeng-
ing the McVeigh lab reports."

38 Romano, supra note 37.
39 Id. (quoting Jamie Gorlick, former United States Deputy Attorney General).
40 See id.
41 Jones & Gideon, supra note 5, at 644-45.
42 McVeigh's arrest by Trooper Hanger after the Oklahoma City Bombing, along with his

well known anti-government political rants, were established facts and, thus, only mildly con-
tested during the trial - relatively speaking. See id. at 645.

43 See id.
44 See id. at 646.

[Vol. 12:2
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Fierce fighting surrounded tactics for assaulting (and defending)
the federal death penalty and the FDPA.4 ' From the government's
perspective, it was clear from the day of the Oklahoma City Bombing
that this was a federal matter the Department of Justice intended to
prosecute under the FDPA.4 McVeigh's defense team countered the
government's "quick draw" philosophy by disputing the constitution-
ality of such a "hasty" decision. According to Jones, the decision was
not given proper consideration pursuant to the United States Attor-
neys' Manual and, therefore, infringed upon McVeigh's due process
rights under the Fifth Amendment.47 The government responded to
Jones's contentions on this point by submitting that the defense's chal-
lenge intruded on the exercise of prosecutorial discretion. Such dis-
cretion, the government maintained, was based on guidelines that,
instead of creating any due process liberty interest, merely instilled
internal guidance protocols.48

Jones and company also vociferously challenged the govern-
ment's Notice of Intent to Seek the Death Penalty ("Notice"). 49 They
argued that the decision to pursue the sanction was made arbitrarily
and irrationally in violation of the Fifth and Eighth Amendments. 0

The defense team simultaneously attacked the statutory and non-stat-
utory factors outlined in the Notice and proffered the oft-refuted
argument that the death penalty, under any and all circumstances,
constituted cruel and unusual punishment in violation of the Constitu-
tion.51 Predictably, however, the government's Notice, filed as
required by the FDPA,52 along with the aggravating factors contained

45 See also infra Part II (analyzing in detail certain McVeigh arguments incorporating provi-
sions of the FDPA).

46 "On the day of the bombing... Attorney General Janet Reno announced her intention
to seek the death penalty against the individual that committed the crime." Jones & Gideon,
supra note 5, at 646-47. "After McVeigh became a suspect, President Bill Clinton announced
that the government would seek the death penalty." Id. at 647.

47 See id. at 646-47.
48 Brief of the United States in Opposition to Mot. to Disqualify the Attorney General and

All Officers of the Department of Justice and to Preclude the Government from Seeking the
Death Penalty at 1, 3-7, United States v. McVeigh, 944 F. Supp. 1478 (D. Colo. 1996) (No. 96-
CR-68-M).

49 See also infra Part II.
50 Jones & Gideon, supra note 5, at 647.
51 Id. at 647-48. In McKlesky v. Kemp, the Supreme Court foreclosed any argument that

capital punishment is unconstitutional per se. 481 U.S. 279, 300-03 (1987).
52 See 18 U.S.C. § 3593 (1994).
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therein, were all upheld by the trial court as constitutional. 3 Moreo-
ver, Jones's "cruel and unusual" assertion was summarily dismissed. 4

After all of the media, political, and legal wrangling on both
sides, on June 2, 1997, following twenty-three hours of deliberation
over a four-day period, a jury convicted McVeigh on all eleven counts
in the indictment." Eleven days later, in the bifurcated sentencing
hearing, it returned a verdict of death. 6 On August 14, 1997, pursuant
to the FDPA, Judge Richard P. Matsch of the United States District
Court for the District of Colorado formally imposed judgment on
McVeigh, sentencing him to the ultimate criminal sanction. And on
September 8, 1998, the Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit
affirmed the district court's decision, effectively sealing McVeigh's
fate.

II. ADJUDICATING DEATH UNDER Gregg's Watchful Eye

Because of the inordinate amount of publicity in United States v.
McVeigh, Judge Matsch gave judicious and considered review to issues
raised during pretrial motions and decisions rendered throughout the
trial and sentencing hearing.58 The Tenth Circuit, when called upon to
perform its appellate duty, followed suit. Of the impressive body of
work issued by the respective tribunals in the case, one of the opinions
stands out for its particular constitutional scrutiny of crucial elements
of the FDPA and, thus, its overall pertinence to the central theme of
this piece - in light of the Supreme Court's Gregg safeguards.59

53 "Nothing has been submitted to show or suggest that the notices were filed because of
any discriminatory motive, invidious classification or improper motivation .... Those are the
only grounds warranting judicial interdiction . McVeigh, 944 F. Supp. at 1484.

54 Id.
55 Lois Romano & Tom Kenworthy, McVeigh Guilty on All 11 Counts, WASH. POST, June 3,

1997, at Al.
56 Tom Kenworthy & Lois Romano, Jury Condemns McVeigh to Death, WASH. POST, June

14, 1997, at Al.
57 United States v. McVeigh, 153 F.3d 1166, 1176 (10th Cir. 1998). McVeigh was eventually

executed by lethal injection on June 11, 2001, after a last ditch effort to stay the execution -
based on the FBI's withholding of more than 4,000 pages of documents - failed at both the
district court and appellate levels. Lois Romano, Judge Refuses to Delay Execution of McVeigh,
WASH. POST, June 7, 2001, at Al. McVeigh did not pursue an appeal on this ground to the
Supreme Court. Lois Romano, McVeigh Halts Appeals, WASH. POST, June 8, 2001, at Al.

58 Boettcher, supra note 5, at 1081.
59 "[T]he interpretation of the death penalty handed down by the Gregg Court required

[death penalty] statutes to be rewritten so as to mandate: (1) guided discretion in sentencing on
the part of both the judge and jury; (2) the consideration of aggravating and mitigating circum-

[Vol. 12:2
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In a 1996 proceeding, relatively early on in the United States v.
McVeigh saga, McVeigh challenged several aspects of the FDPA, chief
among them (1) the constitutionality of the non-mandatory appellate
review procedure of the Federal Death Penalty Act,' (2) the govern-
ment's inclusion of non-statutory aggravating factors in its Notice of
Intent to Seek the Death Penalty,61 and (3) the FDPA's allowance for
proof of mitigating and aggravating factors by "information,"'62 not-
withstanding the actual evidentiary admissibility of the particular
information.63

Regarding non-mandatory appellate assessment, McVeigh argued
that conditioning sentence review upon a specific request by the
defendant was an invalid limitation on death penalty appeals. 64 He
suggested that a defendant, in a state of disarray after trial, could be
incapable of deciding whether or not to appeal his conviction due to
depression or some other mental or emotional infirmity spawned, in
some part, by the capital sentencing.65 Judge Matsch declared this
contention baseless and "highly speculative,"66 reassuring McVeigh
that, while the decision to appeal a death sentence must indeed be
made by the defendant under the Act, the court had an ongoing duty
to assist counsel in assuring that a defendant is adequately protected
from such nonfeasance.67 Sufficient resources, Judge Matsch noted,
would be utilized to protect against the loss of an appeal under these
circumstances.68 Moreover, the court explained, "§ 3595 of the Act
provides for consolidation of the appeal of the sentence with an

stances; and (3) the conduct of two trials - one for the determination of guilt, and another for
sentencing." Cunningham, supra note 19, at 949-50.

60 See generally United States v. McVeigh, 944 F. Supp. 1478, 1484-85 (D. Colo. 1996). The
FDPA provides that a sentence of death will be reviewed upon appeal only if the defendant files
a notice of appeal within the time specified for filing any other notice of appeal. 18 U.S.C.
§ 3595(a) (1994).

61 See generally McVeigh, 944 F. Supp. at 1485-86.
62 18 U.S.C. § 3593(c) (1994).
63 See generally McVeigh, 944 F. Supp. at 1487. Note, however, that such "information"

may be excluded if its probative value is outweighed by the danger of creating unfair prejudice,
confusing the issues, or misleading the jury. 18 U.S.C. § 3593(c).

64 McVeigh, 944 F. Supp. at 1484.
65 Id.
66 Id.
67 Id.
68 Id.
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appeal of the judgment of conviction and directs that the case be given
priority over all other cases in the appellate court."69

In this same vein, the court addressed McVeigh's peripheral equal
protection attack on the "harmless error" restriction in the FDPA,
which forbids reversal of a federal death sentence where harmlessness
is established beyond a reasonable doubt.7" Matsch pronounced the
restriction "well established" for reversal of any lower court decision'
and declared that the Tenth Circuit would, consistent with the separa-
tion of power doctrine, reverse for fundamental errors as required by
the Constitution, regardless of the Act's purported limitations. 2

With regard to McVeigh's concern about the prosecution's use of
non-statutory aggravating factors, the court conceded that the Act
contained inconsistent language. The FDPA appeared to limit consid-
eration of the death penalty to the specific itemized aggravating fac-
tors included in its scheme.73 Yet, the Act also stated that the jury
could consider "whether any other aggravating factor for which notice
has been given exists."74 Notwithstanding the discrepancy, Judge
Matsch opined that other courts had read similarly situated statutes to
include non-statutory aggravating factors.75 Therefore, their inclusion
in the federal government's Notice in the McVeigh case did not violate
the Constitution.

Further support for this ruling, the court explained, could be
found in the concept of individualized sentencing, pursuant to which
the "guiding principles" for a court's determination of the viability of
non-statutory "aggravators" are embodied in the capital punishment
jurisprudence developed by the Supreme Court.76 The sentencing
hearing, as governed by the court within the adversary process, allows
for adequate litigation (and adjudication) of the particular non-statu-
tory factors, according to Judge Matsch, so as to circumvent and/or

69 Id. at 1484-85.
70 Id. at 1485 (citing 18 U.S.C. § 3595(c)(2)(C) (1994)).
71 Id. at 1485 (citing United States v. Tipton, 90 F.3d 861, 899-901 (4th Cir. 1996) (emphasis

added)).
72 Id. at 1485.

73 See 18 U.S.C. § 3591 (1994).
74 McVeigh, 944 F. Supp. at 1485; 18 U.S.C. § 35 92(c) (1994) (emphasis added).
75 McVeigh, 944 F. Supp. at 1486 (citing United States v. McCullah, 76 F.3d 1087, 1106-07

(10th Cir. 1996), and United States v. Nguyen, 928 F. Supp. 1525, 1536-37 (D. Kan. 1996)).
76 McVeigh, 944 F. Supp. at 1485.
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preclude arguably inherent constitutional deficiencies in non-statutory
factors. 7

The court then ruled on McVeigh's constitutional challenge of the
FDPA proviso allowing for proof of aggravating factors via informa-
tion that could potentially be inadmissible under the Federal Rules of
Evidence. The court noted the similarity in the statute's sole exclu-
sion for information whose "probative value is outweighed by the
danger of creating unfair prejudice" to comparable language in Fed-
eral Rule of Evidence 403.78

Cautioning that the substitution of information for evidence in
the Act certainly "raise[d] the specter of violations of the Confronta-
tion Clause and other fundamental protections contained in the Fifth
and Sixth Amendments," Judge Matsch ultimately found that the
Act's exclusion provided considerable discretion for the court to con-
trol the presentation of information to the fact finder during the pen-
alty phase of the trial.79 This, in turn "save[d] the statute" from
constitutional damnation and prompted the court's' dismissal of
McVeigh's challenge to 18 U.S.C. § 3593(c).80

Thus, in the course of one long and crucially important proceed-
ing, the prosecution had survived a formidable set of constitutional
challenges. More importantly, the Act, while exhibiting an impressive
constitutional resilience, acquired significant momentum for the long
road ahead.

III. PUBLIC POLICY POISONS IMPARTIALITY?

Public opinion in favor of the death penalty for convicted mur-
derers in the United States has remained consistently strong in the last
decade, fluctuating somewhere between sixty and eighty percent,
depending on the particular poll and the margin of error."' The
Oklahoma City Bombing did little to skew the numbers in favor of

77 See id.
78 "Although relevant, evidence may be excluded if its probative value is substantially out-

weighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of the issues, or misleading the jury, or by
considerations of undue delay, waste of time, or needless presentation of cumulative evidence."
FED. R. EvID. 403.

79 See McVeigh, 944 F. Supp. at 1487.
80 See id.
81 See, e.g., The Death Penalty: Public Opinion, at http://www.clarkprosecutor.org/html/

death/opinion.htm (listing Gallup, ABC News, and Fox News polls for dates ranging from 1937
to 2001 and based on the question, "Are you in favor of the death penalty for a person convicted
of murder?").
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death penalty abolitionists. Quite to the contrary, "McVeigh's crime
was precisely the kind of heinous crime the public majority and many
other death penalty proponents had in mind prior to the codification
of the 1994 Act. 82

The people of Oklahoma were so understandably ruffled by the
sheer madness, unspeakable horror, and calculated nature of
McVeigh's terrorist act that the Western District of Oklahoma, the
case's first federal venue, had to transfer the matter to Colorado for
fear that it could not possibly select an impartial jury:

In this case the repetition of emotionally intense stories of loss and
grief and the valiant efforts to overcome the consequences of this
event have developed a common belief that the citizens of Oklahoma
can and must take what many believe to be the necessary last step on
the road to recovery - participation in the trial of [McVeigh and Nich-
ols]. The character of the crimes charged is so contrary to the public
expectation of human behavior that there is a prevailing belief that
some action must be taken to make things right again. That theme is
dominant in the comments of people interviewed by television report-
ers asking about their reactions to court proceedings in this case. The
common reference is to "seeing that justice is done." There is a fair
inference that only a guilty verdict with a death sentence could be
considered a just result in the minds of many [Oklahomans]. 83

For a distraught community to exhibit such righteous passion in the
presence of a murderer who referred to its children - or at least the
children killed in the attack - as "collateral damage," is no great
surprise.'

And there may be more souring news for abolitionists. Despite
their "massive propaganda campaign,"85 the tragic events of Septem-
ber 11, 2001, viewed in conjunction with the Oklahoma City Bombing,
only served to heighten the public's awareness of, and demand for,
some amalgamation of capital punishment statutes at the federal level.

82 Cunningham, supra note 19, at 970.
83 United States v. McVeigh, 918 F. Supp. 1467, 1472 (W.D. Okla. 1996).
84 Jo Thomas, 'No Sympathy'for Dead Children, McVeigh Says, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 29, 2001,

at A12.
85 John McAdams, It's Good, and We're Going to Keep It: A Response to Ronald Tabak, 33

CONN. L. REv. 819, 840 (2001) (contending that the death penalty is an effective deterrent to
violent crime and that a moratorium on executions would be ineffective and contrary to the will
of the American public).
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At the time of this writing, the United States military dutifully con-
tinue their hunt for Osama Bin Laden, the man who apparently
orchestrated last September's attacks on New York and Washington.
It is probably safe to say that, were Bin Laden captured, extradited,
and criminally tried in the United States, the majority of Americans
would support the imposition of capital punishment.

Another genuine policy concern surrounding the application of
the federal death penalty that is particularly germane to McVeigh's
execution, albeit ironically, is that of racial disparity.86 Tragically, a
disproportionate number of people on federal death row come from
the minority population.87 Touted by abolitionists as indicative of sys-
temic racism in the meting out of capital punishment by judge and
jury alike, the disparate treatment problem is somewhat convoluted
by the conviction and essentially public execution of a Caucasian ter-
rorist who killed scores of Americans of varying ethnic descent.88

Not withstanding the racial aberration inherent in cases such as
McVeigh's, the recent prohibition on using race in the peremptory
challenge process may eventually lead to less disparity in capital ver-
dicts. As a result of the 1986 Supreme Court decision in Batson v.
Kentucky89 and its progeny, it has become more difficult to remove

86 See generally Rory K. Little, Why a Federal Death Penalty Moratorium?, 33 CONN. L.

REV. 791, 811-12 (2001).
87 See John B. Wefing, Wishful Thinking by Ronald J. Tabak: Why DNA Evidence Will Not

Lead to the Abolition of the Death Penalty, 33 CONN. L. REV. 861, 888 (2001).
88 See Little, supra note 86, at 811 ("[W]hy should concerns about bias against minorities

lead to suspension of death sentences for guilty Caucasian murderers? Timothy McVeigh killed
168 men, women and children, of many different ethnicities .... Even if we are concerned that
the system is biased invidiously against minorities, such concern would seem to be irrelevant to
... white defendants."). From an abolitionist standpoint, McVeigh's race, and the "unusual"
circumstances surrounding his case, both provide fodder for the argument that he has little in
common with the vast majority of death-row inmates:

Where McVeigh is an unrepentant, white mass murderer who planned carefully, killed
wantonly, worked to cover his tracks and enjoyed a competent, $10 million defense, most
death-row inmates are poor people, disproportionately black or Latino, often retarded or
abused as children, and are represented by court-appointed greenhorns and burnouts bet-
ter suited to traffic court - or, in their appeal stage, by no one at all. And where the case
against McVeigh seems gold-plated, other defendants are sentenced to death on the basis
of flimsy evidence, jury whim, prosecutorial misconduct or the luck of the draw.

Eric Pooley, Death or Life? McVeigh Could Be the Best Argument for Executions, But His Case
Highlights the Problems That Arise When Death Sentences Are Churned Out in Huge Numbers,
TIME, June 16, 1997, at 31.

89 476 U.S. 79, 88 (1986).
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blacks from the jury.9" Moreover, "[d]emographics . . .suggest that
persons of color are a fast growing part of our population, and as the
demographics continue to shift, it will be far less likely to see white-
dominated juries."91

Another hub of the federal death penalty debate in the wake of
the McVeigh execution spotlights America's dubious distinction as the
last of the "advanced capitalist democracies" to endorse capital pun-
ishment.92 Indeed, no one will debate the fact that all the world was a
stage in the days and months following the Oklahoma City Bombing
and in the days and months leading up to the execution. 93

Domestic and foreign (especially European) media alike proffer
the argument, time and time again, that America is somehow less "civ-
ilized" because of its continuing imposition of the death penalty -
now, more than ever, given the federal government's reentry into the
business of government-sanctioned death.94 But this argument has
also been effectively chastised for its underlying "fallacy:"

Sometimes people, and nations, who are in the minority, are right.
Add to this the fact that the prevailing policies in Europe ignore the
opinions of the citizens, who continue to support executions as punish-
ment for the most heinous murders, such as those associated with ter-
rorism. In fact, European political systems are less open, less
pluralistic, less egalitarian, and less populist than the American politi-
cal system, and thus political elites can impose policies on the masses
in ways they cannot here.95

90 Wefing, supra note 87, at 889. Prosecutors may still be able to peremptorily challenge
African-Americans and other minorities if they can show other factors (i.e., non-race factors)
demonstrating a specific bias. A 1995 Supreme Court opinion, Purkett v. Elem, 514 U.S. 765
(1995), may have made it somewhat easier to get around the Batson mandate "by utilizing some-
what flimsy justifications for exercising peremptory challenges." Wefing, supra note 87, at 889
n.158; see also Purkett, 514 U.S. at 768 (recognizing the principle that "the ultimate burden of
persuasion regarding racial motivation rests with, and never shifts from, the opponent of the
strike.").

91 Wefing, supra note 87, at 889 (footnote omitted).
92 See, e.g., McAdams, supra note 85, at 821.
93 See, e.g., supra note 16 and accompanying text.
94 E.g., BBC News: Europe Criticises McVeigh Execution, June 12, 2001, at http://

news.bbc.co.uk/hi/english/world/americas/newsid_1384000/1384404.stm (quoting, among others,
the emotional President of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe, who stated
the day after the McVeigh execution that "[ilt is high time the United States rethought its atti-
tude to the death penalty and aligned its position with the great majority of the free and demo-
cratic world").

95 McAdams, supra note 85, at 821-22.
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Again, global violence in the wake of September 11 probably renders
this latter persuasion the front-runner in the battle for public opinion,
at least for the time being, and at least in the United States. But it
does not, in any way, trivialize the troubling moral and ethical conun-
drum that the federal government must confront as it dives headfirst
into the twenty-first century, having formally unleashed its "constitu-
tionalized" capital scheme onto an overwhelmingly abolitionist world
forum.

IV. CONCLUSION

For those who prosecute, defend, and study the federal death
penalty, the trial and execution of Timothy James McVeigh pursuant
to the Federal Death Penalty Act of 1994 could not have been time-
lier. McVeigh was, after all, the "perfect" federal death penalty recipi-
ent,96 having committed his high profile and gruesome murders in the
midst of the federal government's reinvigoration of its own death
sanction.97 Over the course of several contentiously litigated years,9

during which the newly minted Act was embroiled in challenge after
constitutional challenge,9 9 McVeigh's trial and the resulting decrees
indeed became the benchmark for the future of the FDPA.1°°

Moreover, having sustained the glut of constitutional attacks in
McVeigh and other influential capital cases1°1 and having received a
schematic stamp of approval from the Supreme Court,0 2 the FDPA
has secured its spot in criminal jurisprudence for the foreseeable
future. Yet, while it retains significantly favorable domestic support,
its perseverance may indeed be attained at the expense of America's
moral reputation in the First World.0 3

Nonetheless, at this point in time, it would be imprudent from an
objective perspective to assign anything less than above-average
"grades" to the FDPA °4 It has, after all, proven both a moderate

96 See supra note 17 and accompanying text.
97 See generally Cunningham, supra note 19.
98 See Jones & Gideon, supra note 5, at 657.

99 See supra Parts I-1I.
100 See Roberto Suro, Decision May Become Benchmark in" Capital Punishment Debate,

WASH. POST, June 14, 1997, at A10.
101 See generally, e.g., supra Part II.
102 See supra note 9 and accompanying text.
103 See generally, e.g., supra Part III.
104 Assigning overall "grades" to the FDPA is not intended to trivialize either the serious-

ness of the penalty or the innumerable lives it ultimately affects. It is, instead, this author's
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efficiency, as exhibited in McVeigh, and an impressive proclivity for
constitutional resilience. While "it will continue to be bound up with
concerns about race disparities and geographic non-uniformity,"'' 5

these are issues endemic to a unique American culture more so than
underlying death penalty jurisprudence.

method of adjudging the Act in light of the legal and sociopolitical quandaries inherent in its
implementation and application in McVeigh.

105 Little, supra note 9, at 579.
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